


Strohl’s photography has been featured in 

prestigious publications such as Forbes, 

Vanity Fair, and Gentleman’s Journal; his client 

list includes dozens of household names. He is 

based in Whitefish, Montana—but spends the 

vast majority of his time on the road with his 

life partner Andrea Dabene; they often journey 

to the most remote reaches of the world. 

Alex Strohl is a Madrid born, French 
photographer whose work is characterized 
by his extraordinary travels. Instead of 
creating contrived scenes, Strohl creates 
authentic moments and captures them 
as they unfold before him—continually 
blurring the lines between work and life. 

About  



For the past nine years, I’ve been 
lucky enough to travel the world, 
shooting for huge brands like 
Apple, and Land Rover. And I 
think I’ve learned quite a few 
things and I want to share those 
with you. 

01 INTRODUCTION:



The number one question I get is, what camera do you 

shoot with? I shoot with many cameras because each has 

unique characteristics that I match to the shoot I’m doing.

 – Canon EOS R

 – Canon RF 15-35mm F2.8 L IS USM

 – Canon RF 50mm F1.2 L USM

 – Canon 5D Mark IV

 – Canon 5D Mark II

 – Canon 1DX Mark II

 – Canon 24 1.4L

 – Canon 16-35 2.8L III

 – Canon 100 - 400 4.5-5.6L 

 – Lexar SD Card 128GB

 – Lexar Compact Flash 128GB

 – LaCie 2TB USB-C Drive

 – Moleskine Cahier Journal

 – Sleeping Mask

 – Arc’teryx Beta AR Shell

 – Canon 100 macro

 – Canon 24-70 2.8L II

 – DJI Mavic 2 Pro

 – PolarPro Mavic 2 Circular 

Polarizer

 – Aquatech Underwater Housing

 – PolarPro QuartzLine 77

 – PolarPro QuartzLine 82

 – Peak Design Clip v3

 – G-Technology G-RAID 12TB

 – Promise Technology 16 TB 

Pegasus R4 Raid

 – Wilderness Magazine

 – Sidetracked Magazine

 – Arc’teryx Cerium SV Down Hoody

Camera 
Equipment:

Memory:

Travel + 
Miscellaneous:

Jackets:

02 GEARS:

Foundations  

https://www.amazon.com/Canon-100-400mm-4-5-5-6L-USM-Lens/dp/B00PF39PEY/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1513723871&sr=8-3&keywords=canon+100+-+400
https://amzn.to/2QAEaok
https://amzn.to/39OF5cl
https://amzn.to/303XxsQ
https://www.amazon.com/Canon-Mark-Frame-Digital-Camera/dp/B01KURGS9E/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&amp;qid=1513723566&amp;sr=8-3&amp;keywords=5d+iv
https://amzn.to/37RNfPd
https://www.amazon.com/Canon-EOS-1DX-Mark-DSLR-Camera/dp/B01B6OTTIM/ref=sr_1_3?s=electronics&ie=UTF8&qid=1513723631&sr=1-3&keywords=1dx+mark+ii
https://www.amazon.com/Canon-24mm-1-4L-Wide-Angle/dp/B001GNCWCE/ref=sr_1_1?s=electronics&ie=UTF8&qid=1513723689&sr=1-1&keywords=canon+24+1.4
https://www.amazon.com/Canon-16-35mm-2-8L-III-Lens/dp/B01KURGS8U/ref=sr_1_3?s=electronics&ie=UTF8&qid=1513723734&sr=1-3&keywords=canon+16-35mm+of+2.8l+iii+usm+lens
https://amzn.to/2QWzUyt
https://amzn.to/2QVBYqo
https://amzn.to/2N4quQ7
https://amzn.to/2N8gCF6
https://amzn.to/2FIxEG1
https://amzn.to/39QCaA4
http://www.amazon.com/Canon-24-70mm-2-8L-Standard-Zoom/dp/B0076BNK30/ref=sr_1_3?s=electronics&ie=UTF8&qid=1513724490&sr=1-3&keywords=canon+24-70
https://amzn.to/3044L0k
https://amzn.to/2QZi39X
https://amzn.to/2QZi39X
https://aquatech.net/products/evo-1dx-mkii-water-housing
https://amzn.to/2N6eQVd
https://amzn.to/2N5OO4e
https://amzn.to/2QyIuEs
https://amzn.to/35zFdsP
https://amzn.to/35zFqfB
https://amzn.to/35zFqfB
https://wilderness-collective.myshopify.com/
http://www.sidetracked.com/
https://amzn.to/3046uCQ


 – LowePro Whistler Camera Bag

 – LowePro Powder Backpack

You see a lot of outdoor photographers start packing their 

bags when the sun has set. They might shoot at night after, 

but the beautiful transition between day and night doesn’t 

register as an opportunity to shoot. For me it’s a new day 

that begins, one that lasts 20 minutes at most! We go 

on location where I’ll walk you through my technique for 

shooting blue hour.

Let’s talk about knowing your camera. As someone who 

wants to be a professional you need to know it inside and 

out, so much in fact that you don’t think about it when you’re 

using it. Just like when you drive your car.

 – Arc’Teryx Alpha FL 30L

 – LowePro Toploader Zoom 50 AWII

03 GEAR—MY CAMERA BAGS: 

05 BLUE HOUR, A HOW-TO:

04 MASTERING CAMERA SETTINGS:

Foundations  

https://www.amazon.com/Lowepro-Whistler-Outdoor-Adventure-Backpack/dp/B013JHU9SS/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1513726167&sr=8-2&keywords=lowepro+whistler
https://amzn.to/2FyYIHE
https://amzn.to/304xW3m
https://amzn.to/2tDDxkS


Alex explains that while there isn’t 

a step-by-step recipe to making 

work that moves the viewer, there 

are ways to propel you in the right 

direction.

This episode sets about to give 

adventure photographers stronger 

foundations to visual storytelling 

so they can elevate the way they 

tell stories.

Tips:

 – Know where the sun will 

be setting.

 – Use fast lenses.

 – Use additional light 

sources.

 – Experiment. Try new 

things.

 – Practice being stable.

06 PHOTOS THAT MOVE US: 07 VISUAL STORYTELLING 101:

Foundations  



We’ve all heard the old adage 

that ‘motivation is a muscle’ and 

although in many ways that’s 

true, there is much more to it that 

we rarely hear about. Knowing 

how to access our inner strength 

for the projects that matter is a 

life skill that should be taught at 

school, but isn’t. Learn how in this 

episode.

Feeling uninspired as a creator 

has much to do with our mind but 

external events can have a huge 

influence on how inspired we feel. 

Learn strategies that the world’s 

most celebrated creatives use to 

remain fresh and inspired day after 

day.

Alex shares a 15-day action plan 

to get you in a habit of shooting 

more.

I know that the purpose of being 

in adventure photography is to be 

out and tell stories about events, 

people, places we find interesting. 

It sounds counterintuitive to look 

at your own life as a story arc, 

yet it has become a requirement 

in this day to do so. Learn why 

and use an exercise to determine 

yours.

08 ENDURANCE:

09 KEEPING YOUR IDEAS 
FRESH:

11 SHOOTING MORE: ACTION 
PLAN:

12 CONVEYING EMOTIONS:

10 BUILDING YOUR STORY 
ARC:

Foundations  



Learn how to prepare like a pro for a day-long automotive 

assignment in a remote area of Wyoming.

Probably not the most fun episode in the workshop, but a 

crucial one. You will learn how to keep your image library 

organized, searchable and safe for decades to come.

13 THE ASSIGNMENT: 
HIMALAYA PRE-PRO: 

17 KEYWORDS & ORGANIZING 
IMAGES:

In the field  

Editing  

This episode is for outdoor 

photographers who’ve been 

commissioned to shoot an 

important automotive/action 

assignment. They will learn to 

build and interpret a brief, how to 

use shot types to get a variety of 

images and the unspoken rules for 

photographing cars.

Learn how to prepare (again) as 

we head into the desert of Utah.

This episode is for photographers who have to tackle 

a commercial shoot where the object photographed is 

used, not photographed. A lens. The series is very worth 

watching because it shows you to come up with a concept 

for a shoot, then how to staff it and scout it.

14 IN THE FIELD: 
THE DEFENDER SHOOT:

15 THE ASSIGNMENT: 
CANON PRE-PRO:

16 IN THE FIELD: 
SHOOTING FOR CANON:



Learn how to give our images a 

simple & professional grade.

When shooting cars, it’s important 

to avoid any lens distortions.

Using gradients in Lightroom is a 

simple & powerful way to guide 

the viewer’s eye through the 

image.

Learn how to combine multiple 

photos into an HDR exposure.

18 COMMERCIAL GRADING:

21 PERSPECTIVE 
CORRECTION

19 GRADIENTS IN 
LIGHTROOM:

22 HDR 
(HAND-HELD):

Editing  

Learn one of the most valuable 

tools in Photoshop.

20 MASKING & RADIAL 
FILTERS:

Sometimes color doesn’t add anything to an image. In this 

episode, Alex demonstrates how he approaches grading a 

black & white photo.

23 BLACK & WHITE EDITS:



Sometimes color doesn’t add anything to an image. In this 

episode, Alex demonstrates how he approaches grading a 

black & white photo.

Alex shares a few more of his 

favorite photos from the shoot.

BLACK & WHITE EDITS:

24 BEFORE & AFTERS:

Editing  



24 BEFORE & AFTERS:

Editing  



Alex edits one of the darker photos from the shoot, 

with a different approach than some of the other more 

commercial shots.

Alex shares the export settings he 

uses when exporting for mobile or 

social (IG).

Follow along as Alex uses the 

clone stamping tools to remove 

unwanted objects from a photo.

Alex shares the export settings he 

uses when exporting images for 

emails or web use.

Alex edits another of his favorite 

photos from the shoot.

25 MOODY GRADING:

26 IG EXPORT SETTINGS:

28 CLONE STAMPING:

27 WEB EXPORT SETTINGS:

29 GRADING IN LIGHTROOM:

Editing  



Alex demonstrates how to stitch 

together multiple photos in 

panorama style.

There are a few ways I deliver files to clients. I share my 

favorite one and show you how I make a collection.

A follow-up on radial filters.

30 HAND-HELD PANORAMAS: 31 RADIAL FILTERS PART 2:

32 DELIVERING FILES TO 
CLIENTS: 

Editing  



It’s important to backup your 

photo archive. I share my methods 

and tips.

Now it’s time to talk about one of 

the most important things for any 

adventure photographer out there: 

Selling your ideas.

 – The Cold Email Approach

 – Instagram DM

 – The Cold Phone Call

 – Sending Things Via Mail

 – In-Person Meetings

 – Getting An Introduction

This episode is for photographers who have prepared to reach out to prospective 

clients or have reached out without much success. The problem is that most 

photographers pitch the wrong people, the wrong way and fail at it. This episode 

gives photographers a systematic approach to preparing their pitch and reaching 

out to the brand.

A portfolio is a collection of our 

best images. It is specifically 

built to land you clients and 

publications. It is one of the 

hardest things to build as a 

photographer because it’s hard for 

us to be very critical of our own 

work. Learn how to build one here.

I share my favorite software for a 

variety of uses.

 – Slack

 – Clean My Mac

 – Notion

 – Evernote

 – Dropbox

 – Backblaze

 – Musicbed

33 BACKUPS:

35 LET’S TALK BUSINESS:

37 HOW TO CONTACT 
CLIENTS:

36 BUILDING A DESIRABLE 
PORTFOLIO:

34 MY FAVORITE SOFTWARE:

Editing  

Business  

https://slack.com/
https://cleanmymac.com/
https://www.notion.so/
https://evernote.com/
https://www.dropbox.com/
https://www.backblaze.com/
https://www.musicbed.com/


This episode addresses why and how you should pick 

brands that fit you to work with, then how to get their 

attention. The problem is that photographers want to work 

with brands that don’t match them and waste time doing 

so. Then there’s the problem of not knowing how to reach 

out to the right people.

38 PROSPECTING: FINDING THE 
BRANDS THAT FIT YOU:

Business  

How do you define what your work 

is worth? You’ll hear pros saying: 

my day rate is xx a day or x a day 

and when you’re still establishing 

yourself as a pro, you might think: 

that’s a lot of money! But is it? 

Learn how the value of what we 

do is determined.

The big question: How do you get 

paid to travel the world? It does 

sound too good to be true, the 

idea that someone is going to 

hand you money to go on a trip 

but these people exist, they are 

called Tourism Boards. Learn how 

to pitch them step-by-step.

www.skift.com/

Travel Industry Trends

As a working photographer you’ve 

probably had to build these 

documents; I remember the first 

time I had to build one I spent 

an hour on Google looking at so 

many different examples that I 

didn’t even know where to begin. 

There is a lot of contradictory 

information on the web about 

this so it is my ambition to create 

a complete guide to building 

treatments and pre-pro books for 

adventure photographers.

www.niice.co

If you make a treatment share it 

on the forum so I can give you 

feedback

39 GETTING CLIENTS TO SEE 
OUR VALUE:

40 PAID TO TRAVEL THE 
WORLD IN 2019:

41 THE ART OF MAKING 
MOODBOARDS & 
TREATMENTS:

By now I think we all know that 

being successful in photography 

takes much more than being a 

very good photographer. We all 

wish that we could just go out 

every day, make photos we love 

and that people will line up at the 

door to buy our prints, talk about 

us on the press and hire us for 

massive campaigns. That couldn’t 

be further from reality. Learn what 

to prioritize.

42 KEYS TO A FULFILLING 
CAREER: 

http://www.skift.com/
http://Niice.co


Business  

Before you go out and pitch your 

big idea, we need to go over a 

handful of important points. Learn 

about Ad Agencies vs Clients, 

Image Licensing, and What You 

Really Want.

In this episode, Alex walks you 

through his private media kit 

and breaks it down so you can 

understand what’s really important 

when building yours.

What does an iPhone 4 photo of 

a snow pile at blue hour have to 

do with Alex’s journey? Hear the 

untold account of how Alex built 

his audience.

This is not a “get professional 

quick” course. This is what’s 

worked for me, but now it’s time 

to find out what works for you. So 

here are some quick action things 

you can do.

The scene has evolved, organic 

growth has dramatically slowed 

down, what to do to keep striving? 

Hear Alex’s perspective in this 

intimate episode.

When trying to establish a value 

proposition, I start by looking at 

the problem. What is the client’s 

problem and how are we going to 

solve it? Alex shares his tried and 

tested approach to finding your 

value prop and hear what his is.

43 THINGS YOU NEED TO 
KNOW BEFORE PITCHING:

45 MEDIA KIT: A WALK 
THROUGH: 46 HOW I BUILT MY 

AUDIENCE:

48 MODULE RECAP:

47 SOCIAL MEDIA 
LANDSCAPE OF 2020:

44 FINDING YOUR VALUE 
PROPOSITION:

1 

Overview
Alex strohl Studio

2019  

14 

KEY CHANNELS

Digital Audience  

Followers

Based Age

Average Impressions

Audience

2millions

North 
America

25-35 y.o.

43%

700k

49% M.

51% F.

INSTAGRAM

AUDIENCE

10 

CAPABILITIES AS 
A VIDEO DIRECTOR

Jaeger LeCoultre
Polaris Memovox

Personal
Six Years On The Road

Alive In Alaska
 


